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Contemporary Film Festival Brings
Renowned Director as First Speaker r
,

.

.
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Monday night, Feb. 4th. ' will
mark the opening of the month
long Wooster Film Festival with the
showing of Frederick Wiseman's
outstanding documentary, "High
School". The film will be presented
In Mateer Auditorium at 7:30. This
event, and all others featured in the
festival, will be open to the public
without charge. Mr. : Wiseman,
himself, will be on campus Tuesday and Wednesday. The feature
of his visit will be a speech on
Tuesday jiight at 8:00 in Mateer,
"Films and Film Makers: The Ethics
of the Documentary." In conjunction with his lecture, he will show
and discuss "Essene", one of his
recent films, a picture of life in a
monastery-

-

-

-

film expression. Again, anyone is
welcome to attend. The class
meets in Mateer Auditorium.
The Film Festival, titled "Ethics
and' Values in . .Contemporary
Films" will follow Mr. Wiseman's
appearance with a series of other
distinguished speakers and films.

The topics will include a range of
current issues: the cruelty of
slavery and its legacy, the role
assigned to women, the question
of survival in desperate times, and
the ever present specters of
violence and corruption in our
the showings of "An
Unmarried Woman", starring Jill
Clayburgh. on Wednesday, Feb. 6,
,
"Norma Rae", with
on
Monday. Feb. 11th, and The
Lacemaker", a brilliant Swiss film,
on Tuesday. Feb. 12, MoHy
Haskell a highly regarded film
critic for Ms. and New York
magazines will lecture on The
New Movie Heroines of the
Seventies". Ms. Haskell will also be
on campus for her lecture on
Wednesday, Feb. 13 and for
discussions on Thursday afternoon, Feb. 14.
. Later in the month the festival
committee will bring The Last
Supper" with discussions led by
Yvonne Williams of the Black
Studies Department and Glenn
Bucher of the Religion Department Also brought for viewing and
discussion will be "Days of
Heaven". "The Godfather" and
"The Godfather, Part II." Richard
SchikeL film critic for Time magazine will conclude the series with a
lecture entitled. "The Godfather
The Family and the Organization".
This series, which promises to be
a significant film event for the
Wooster community, is being
made possible by the Morris Gift to
the College of Wooster.
Sally-Field-

.

Although Frederick Wiseman is
best known for his controversial
film, "Titicut Follies," which contained a strong visual condemna-

tion of the conditions and practices
of a Hospital For the Criminally
Insane, all of ' his works have
received wide acclaim.. His ability
to catch life from multiple of
viewpoints not just his own- - and
his refusal to film with the
traditional slant of a progagand&t
has made his American institution
al series a Unique film contribution.
Lewis , Jacobs, film historian of
note, regards Wiseman as one of
the "major artists of contemporary
cinema. Thomas Atkins, former'
editor of Film Journal, notes that
Wiseman films do not propose or
protest. Their reports are disturbing
and graphic but their primary value
lies in their invitation for participation by each viewer, an experience,
in a "voyage of discovery out of
which comes understanding.
On Wednesday, Frederick Wiseman will be a guest in the 2:00 film
class of Dr. Henry Herring where
he will discuss .with students
important issues in documentary
.
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Wooster Olympics Kick Off Monday
Events
And Feature Various Daily goal
Feb. 4 - 8 Wooster will be
celebratinci Winter Olvmrjics Week.
.

The week climaxes on Friday
following

series of
events scheduled on
a daily basis. There will be Olympic
films shown, and a gymnastics
exhibition will be held. The action
picks up Thursday night with a
dance in Lowry Ballroom. D J. Jeff
Kramp will provide the music and
combina-7- '
promises a
tton of disco and rock.-- Friday night
there will be a
party in the Cage, featuring
reduced prices on beer.
committee members have already begun selling
various official Olympic souvenirs,
which are identical to items being
sold hi Lake Placid, Jerseys with
the official 1980 Olympic emblem
are $7.00; t shirts are $5.00. Ski
caps are being sold for $5.00 and
porters are available for $1.50. All
proceeds
the sale, wilTgo to
the U.S. Olympic Committee and
the
committee amis
Woo-Olympi-
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for a donation
of $500.
Teams planning to compete in
the Friday events are asked to
register at the front desk in Lowry
Center. Team captains will be
required to submit a team roster to
prevent people from competing for
cont. on pg. 6
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announced that they are
individuals who are
opposed to participation in the

registering
military.

Larry

Spears,

director

CCCOs Youth and
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Archer Fights To Represent College
-

all-whi-

Humanities Symposium Continues;
Breckenridge to Give Next Lecture
"The Triumph of Death" is the
title of the lecture to be given by
Mary Breckenridge of the art
department on Tuesday, Feb. 5.
This lecture, just one in the series

comprising the humanities

The Dance of
present and discuss
Italian freiscoe painting in the
fourteenth century.
The symposium stems in part
from an interest in Barbara
Tuchman's best seller, A Distant
Mirror. This novel depicts the
depressing, dark atmosphere and
activities surrounding the period
of the plague or Black Death in
14th century Europe. Breckenridge plans to discuss the effects
the Black Death had on painting,
focusing on Francesco Traini's
famous painting The Triumph of
Death" (1350). The scene is set in
symposium,-

Death,"

-

will

mandatory registration of young
people with Selective Service.
Young Americans should start
thinking about whether they could
participate in the military.''
Spears says that CCCO has

already registered several

Campo Santo, a cemetery in Pisa.
It is an unusual and fascinating
painting that carries a strong

message of death and its

inevitability, as it exemplifies a
horror filled, morbid confrontation
with death. This along with other
paintings will be discussed
regarding their relationship with
the Black Death, in a slide

presentation. The lecture will be
held at 4:00 in the library lecture
room.

By Kevin Grvbb
In a recent letter to the editor
published in the January 25 issue
of The Wooster Voice, a senior
student protested that the Timken

Physical Education

Center's

physical conditioning room "is
woefully inadequate to anyone
who lifts seriously.'' The editorial

expressed distress that the

conditioning room's scant supply
of equipment was old andor in
poor condition, and was also
concerned for the safety of
students who frequent the room.
Al Van Wie, Director of Physical
Education, recently told the Voice

on record as conscientious CCCO, P.O. Box 15796,
objectors to war has never been Philadelphia, PA 19103. They
greater than it is today. -'Because of my beliefs
Thcre fe simply state
about war, I am opposed to
military'.''
pass a bin, after the participation in the
Cong
pg.
cont. on
8
1980 elections, requiring the

improved, he sees "no immediate
health hazards" implicit in the
condition of the weight equipment.
According to Van Wie, different
types of conditioning programs

ss?b',tL1

its conscientious objection card.
These cards are available from

with being

Charged

"un-American-

",

Paul Robeson was
stripped of his college athletic
honors, removed from the Hall of
Fame and had his passpoit
revoked for his strong opinions on
Black
Nationalism and Civil
Rights. Paul Robeson, Jr. tells of
the circumstances through which
his father came to be boycotted
and shunned.
Black History Month is being
by Black Forum, a

co-sponsor-

ed

committee of the Student
Activities

Board,

and

Black

Student Affairs of the Dean's
Office.

Weight Room Facilities Found To Be
Inadequate and Potentially Dangerous

that though he feels the
conditioning room can be

,

te

rt

thousand young people through

tious Objection Campaign says,
The need for young people to go

Paul Robeson to
Open Celebration
Of Black History

February is Black History
Month and this year the event
by
begins with "Speaker Week." The
first presentation during Speaker
Week will be an informal
discussion of
art
history given by artist Bing Davis
1;
of Central State on Feb. 3. His
lecture at 7:00 p.m. in the Lowry
Center Pit marks the opening of an
exhibition of his work which will be
on display in Lowry from Feb. 3
through Feb. 17.
"The Life and Legacy of Paul
THE RUSH TO SIGN UP reveals that Wooster students seem Robeson", will be the topic for a
to be boycotting their own Olympics. Photo by Christian Gelzer. lecture next Wednesday, Feb. 6 in
the Lean Lecture Room at 8:00
p.m.. Given by Paul Robeson, Jr.,
the talk will be an analysis of
Robeson Sr.'s life, the man and the
Archer and Olympic- hopeful pends on the College for their times in which he lived the time
Doug Huskins wants to represent cooperation
which brought him persecution
Huskins. a freshman, practices and placed his name on the top of
the College of Wooster and, yet can
almost three hours everyday and the blacklist.
not. Huskins needs to be able to
closer to eight hours during breaks
participate in competitions and
The lecture, accompanied by
from school. He has been shooting slides, tells of a young black man,
needs to work with a professional
competitively for 2V2 years. With
coach but finding himself stranded
the Phi Beta Kappa valedictorian
sufficient practice and when in of his
in Wooster each day, the prospects
graduating class
of qualifying for the Olympics good shape Huskins believes his from Rutgers University who was
scores are qualifiable but the a multi-spodims.
athlete who earned
difficulty in being able to practice 15 Varsity letters, acted on
.Archery at Wooster. does not
on any kind of regular schedule he ' Broadway and on film and who
exist as a varsity sport, nor is there
feels greatly injures his chances. '
even any kind of organized club
then was hated for his
- Huskins has a coach who works
dedicated to it. Huskins is an
outspokenness during the Civil
cont. on pg. 6
independent sportsman yet de- Rights movement of the '60's.

Central Committee for Conscientious
Objectors is Registering Individuals
The Central Committee tor
Objectors
has
Conscientious

.

dictate safety precautions
modified to the student's specific

routine. The Universal machine, a
multi-purpos-

ten-year-ol- d

e

training center that develops
chest, arm and back muscles, is
much safer than the York free
weights which many Wooster
athletes use to build up strength.
Nevertheless, Van Wie stated that
"you must use real care" when
using any of the various weight
equipment.
Contrary to Van Wie's opinion,
many Wooster students who
regularly exercise in the personal
conditioning room do not feel safe
using the current equipment
available to them. Common
complaints ranged from frayed
cables on the Universal machine,
to stripped sleeves which no
longer can secure the free weights
to the bar while one lifts. Van Wie
stated that during the summer,
.

Sam Gordon, equipment

manager, made an inspection of
cont. onpg. 4
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Soviet Presence
Demands Strong Actions

T--- tt.

The chill of the Cold War is returning. The warm days of Kissinger
detente seem to be dissipating into an atmosphere of enmity and armed
coruuci. tensions are mounting oerween ine stormy ctouas ot tne
Communist World and the Free World.
The closing days of 1979 turned the attention of the "West" to a
sudden blitz by the Soviet Union into a meek Asian nation of some

State of the World: Pax Americana
by David Burton
Declaring that the state of the
union depends on the state of the
world, President Carter implied
the converse proposition as the
basis for his "doctrine" of regional
containment in the Middle East:
the safety of the world depends on
the strength and presence of the
United States military. The term
"pax americana" designates the
concept of the peace of America
imposed upon nations which
exhibit hostile tendencies of
actions toward the vital interests
of the United States. Carter
warned, "The Soviet Union is now
attempting
to consolidate a
strategic position that poses a
grave threat to the free movement
of Middle East oil." The Soviet
.

16,000,000 (primarily Islamic) people.
On December 28 of last year, the Soviet Union, in its most aggressive
move since the invasion of Czechoslovakia nearly 12 years ago,
stampeded the border of Afghanistan after a purported call from then
leftist Afgan President Amin for aid in repulsing a ficticious "enemy".
But Amin, not unwantedly, fell to the bullets of a Communist firing

squad as the Kremlin installed a more friendly puppet, one Babrak
Karma!. Since then, the Soviet Union has continued to throw its all into
this most recent inheritance.
The unquestioned presence of Soviet interference in Afghanistan has
been a relatively well known fact in the West for months. It has also been
known-- at
least to Western press-th- at
there had been increases of
Soviet troops along the lengthy Soviet-Afgaborder.
Yet while these Soviet activities - which, according to Moscow, were
to save Afgans from abuse by the CIA - had been occurring. President
Carter was appeasing the Kremlin's avariciousness with a SALT II treaty
and increased sales of American technology. Only recently has Carter
taken a realistic view of his Soviet comrades.
Carter's proposed actions against Soviet imperialism (as mapped out
in his January 22 State of the Union Address) are certainly
commendable. The President appears to be facing foreign affairs more
n

--

The

Union now has the capability, to
invade Iran and cut a wide swath
across it to take control of the
Strait of Hormuz within 48 hours.
The Strait of Hormuz is the
narrow channel in the Persian Gulf
through which approximately 70
of oil imported by the West must
travel. It is 2.2 miles wide; the
sinking of one tanker would block

policies of Presidents Truman,
Eisenhower, and Johnson in some
of its motivations. Howeyer close
consultation with allies and with
Congress apparently did not
precede Mr. Carter's declaration
concerning America's geopolitical
role. Responses from Republicans
in Congress, reflected this

.

-

assessment.

it.

Congressman John Rhodes
joined Senator Ted Steven
on Monday, Jan. 28 in
charging Carter & Co. with little
foresight to consult with allies.
Congressman Rhodes warned,
"But we do not have the means to
protect the Persian Gulf." Senator
Stevens added, "It (the Persian
Gulf) is the worst place-ithe
world to face the Russians.? He
cited as problematic the facts that
the region is so close to Soviet
borders while America's logistical

(R-Ohi- o)

The President said, "Any
attempt by any outside force to
gain control of the Persian Gulf
region will be regarded as an
assault on the vital interests of the
United States. It will be repelled by
use of any means necessary,
including

military- - force."

"Carter

Doctrine"

(R-Ala- .)

The
resembles

those regional containment

n.

Internationalist-Europea- ns

.
realistically.
.
'
Vet there still are flaws in the President's proposals. Grain and
Olympic embargos. Selective Service registration and harsh words have
not and probably will not make the Kremlin order its troops to leave
Afganistan.
To solve or at least make an attempt in this direction - President
"When the elephants fight,
Carter might step-uthe arms sales to the Afgan patriots who have
is
the grass that it suffers.".
tormented Red troops with picks and shovels. Were these freedom-fightin(Old African proverb)
Moslems able to entrench themselves with weaponry equal to
that which the Communist troops shoulder, continued Soviet
Western-EuropThe nations of
enter the decade of the 80's with
advancement may prove extremely costly to Moscow.
greater and more general ambiquity than in any other period in their
There are other possibilities available - short of all out conflict which post-wa- r
history..
could cause the USSR to recontemplate its actions. As Gov. Ronald
The countries of the European Common Market as well as Greece,
Reagan has suggested, a blockade of Cuba could create an atmosphere Spain, Portugal and the rest of Western Europe feel that the idea of a
whereby the United States and the Soviet Union might conduct some, United Europe has been discouraged. The tension between the
diplmatic bartering (Le., Cuba's "freedom" for. Afganistan's freedom).
European nations increases as their Governments try to fight inflation,
The storm mau be lonaj in ckarina- hj ; unemptoyrrtent, low or zero rates of economic growth, the energy crisis
n uiiva 1193 ai
wi uiirwx
....j, th. Uj rJ
detente are over. Regardless of the outcome in Afganistan, the Carter and national political problems.
s
The recent conflict between the two
puts the European
position.
countries in a precarious position. Confused by the Soviet operation in
by Timothy E. Spence
Afghanistan, and the sanctions of the U.S. against the Soviet Union, the
European countries do not know how to react.
The United States pointing to the "communist danger," asks the
European
allies to install new nuclear weapons in their countries. The
by Karen McCartney
been neglected and forgotten.
will cost the Europeans billions of dollars and will inflate
new
armament
The public now has a chance for
The objects on display now
budget
with
their
unnecessary expenses. The former commander of
a peek at the
include oriental snuff bottles,
NATO, General Haig, in his valedictory speech said that the time for
College Art Museum collection. Chinese bronze and Chou
"luxuries" has finished for the Europeans, and the new Decade is going
On display in Frick is part of the ceremonial vessels, and Chinese
to be hard with augmented military expenses. The American General
admirable Oriental collection.
bronze mirrors. The bottles are
made clear what the expectations of the Govern menf of the United
Esther de Vecsey, curator of the made from a variety of materials
States
are for the European allies. These expectations were made more
museum, and a handful of such as jade, wood, coral, ivory,
precise after the demand by Carter, to install new nuclear weapons in
students have made progress in crystal, and glass. They are
European countries. The United States, uneasy about the. increasing
organizing, cataloguing, and exquisitely- painted and carved.
power of Europe, and the independent policy of the European States,
caring for the museum which had
cont. on pg. 4
would prefer to see Europe destroyed in a war, than to see it as a third
r
with socialist principles interfering in international affairs.
WOOSTER VOICE,
hand, Europeans, by imposing economic sanctions
the
On
other
Published weekly during the academic year by the students of the
against the Soviet Union, aggravate their balance of.payments and harm
College of Wooster. Opinions expressed in editorials and features are
the detente which worked so nicely during the last decades and brought
those of the staff alone, and should not be construed as representative of
administration policy.
the people of the European countries closer to each other for the first
The WOOSTER VOICE welcomes all signed letters to the Editor from
time since the ruinous World War II.
students, faculty, administrators, subscribers, and members of the greater
Right from the beginning, Europeans took an ambiguous position on
Wooster community. All correspondence may be addressed to the
the American style peace treaty between Egypt and Israel. Realizing that
WOOSTER VOICE, Box 3187, The College of Wooster. Ohio 44691.
The WOOSTER VOICE is a member of the United States Press
the access to the Middle East petroleum is becoming harder, Europeans
Association and the Ohio Newspaper Association. The subscription rate is
mobilized faster than the U.S. to recognize the Palestinian Liberation
$10.00 per year for second class delivery.
Organization (PLO), and the necessity for a peaceful agreement that
Offices of the WOOSTER VOICE are located in lower Lowry Center,
satisfy the Palestinians.
would
Room
Telephone: (216)
ext. 433.
European vulnerability concerning oil, affected European reactions to
the Iran American crisis. At first Europe condemned the capture of
STAFF
diplomats
as hostages by the Iranian government. European states
f
;
Lisa Vickery
Associate Editors:
however left the impression that the whole situation was a bilateral issue
News
Louise A Blum
concerning just the two parties Iran and the United States.Feature
Kevin Grubb
In the recent episode of the Soviet operation in Afghanistan, the
:
Sports
Hank Speny
European countries again, although they back Carter's decisions to
Assistant Sports Editor
,
Clegg
John
impose sanctions to curb the Soviets, do not make any decisions
Photography
Marty Stanton
themselves. They seem unwilling to follow the United States against the .
Advertising Manager
Keith Allen
Soviets,
and do not show any energetic action.
Chrp.
Circulation Managers
P.im
WViler
B.ikcr
and
.:.
Production Manager
Mary Ann Woodie
The conviction of Europeans that the U.S.A. does not react decisively
Reporting Staff:
on economic and energy policies extends also to other issues of great
Susan Estill, Pat Sweeney, Mike Lauber, Mike Mortenson, Dave Miller,
importance like defense and detente with Eastern European countries.
Sharon Skowron, Chris Creager, Patty Panek, Mary Zuberbuhler, Ilsa '
Entering the new decade, Europeans will have to face the problems
Reyvick, Kathy Majeski, Sally Widman, Matt OTarrell, Patricia
and give answer to essential questions. How much can their dependence
Hoskins. Diane Day, Leslie Schwartz, Eric Johnson, Bob Nelander,
upon the United States, and can the U.S. conflict with the Soviet Union
Diana Trover, Kathy Blood, Karen McCartney. Jamie Edds.
Photography
Leslie Schwartz, Sue Mertz
,
interfere with their national sovereignty? What should be the next step
(. hnsiian f u'lxer
for a united and independent Europe, for a Europe belonging to the
TIP US OFFUn WHEN NEWS HAPPENS, CALL EXT. 433.
people and not to the monopolistic intrigues, the capitalistic interpose
and the international imperialism?

Face the 80's
With Important Questions
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Congressman Rhodes retorted,
"This administration has had a
foreign policy for a world that
never was."
Reactions to President Carter's
statements from sources in some
Persian Gulf states reflected
embittered attitudes toward U.S.
military presence in the area.

Abdul Azziz Hussein, minister for
foreign affairs of Kuwait, said,
"The people of this region are
perfectly, capable of preserving
their own security and stability."
The Kuwaiti newspaper Al Qabas
quoted him as saying. The Gulf
must remain aloof from conflicts
between superpowers and free

from superpower .military

'

presence." The newspaper AI- Ittihad of the United Arab
Emirates charged,
"The big
powers only want us as a market
for weapons, a source of oil and an
experimental
battlefield." The
general theme of newspaper
editorials in the area maintained
that the United States uantoH tn
control the oil resources- - for its
own ends, and that the nations
surrounding the Gulf should resist
such hegemony (N.Y. Times,
.

12680).
President Carter's "get tough"
also entails boycott of the summer
Olympic games in Moscow, half of
sale and shipment of American
onnHe anH wruirac tn tkio ttiot
Union, the extension of $400
million worth of U..S. military and

economic aid to Pakistan,

approval of

"most-favore-

d

nation"

trade status for the People's
Republic of China, which allows
the sale of specific military goods
and a 5 real increase in U.S.
military expenditures. But the
"Carter Doctrine" of regional
containment is obviously viewed
suspiciously by some of its
.
u
attempt to justify the unilateral
reassertion of American influence
in regions where its power has
waned considerably. President
Carter closed his State of the
Union address with the plea,
"Together
as one indivisible
nation, let us seek peace and
security throughout the world."
the extent to which the world
acceDts America's concentioh of
such peace and security will reflect
the worth of "pax americana.
--

t-

--
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February

Faculty

Worthy Occasions

by Peter Havholm
k is February, the month of the
Purple Fog. This is the fog born of

that the festival brings us an
extraordinary array of art and
thought.
There is a tired old suspicion
some people pick up while
listening to Verdi or reading
Wordsworth or looking at Picasso
before they are ripe (the people,
not the artists). It is that "culture"
is fruitless, work. Of course
"culture" is work, but next week,
in a way
at any rate, s
the world's furious practical
endeavers rarely are.

within, the fog that finds out

:

.

"

vestigial hibernation nerves,
tucked at the back of the brain, the
fog that strokes the .soul with
winter. However, there is a
remedy close at hand. February is
also a month in which the Culture
Calendar bows under the weight

it-i-

of its fruit.
Even if you did not gulp down
Dumas' massive novels in your
youth, you . will like Richard
cnun uij wn
t a
i lie i nree
iesiei

shows this

It

evening, courtesy of SAB who, I
am sure, will schedule the sequel
as soon as possible.
Black History Month opens
spectacularly on Wednesday. At
lu in Mateer, Michele uampbell, a

senior Spanish major,

will

To the Editor,
On Wednesday,

Feb. 20,
campus wide elections for all SGA
and Campus Council leadership
positions will be held. As someone
who has been involved with
Student Government for the past
four years, I would like to
encourage all interested freshmen,
sophomores, and juniors to

speak

on the History of the Black
Presence at. Wooster." That
evening in McGaw at 8:15, Paul
Robeson, Jr. will talk about the
fasematino. cnmnlex

-

seriously investigate

lifp

of his
father. Ms. Campbell will
concentrate on the achievements
of Black students and alurrmiae of

-

,

far back as 1898 for the full story.
Mr. Robeson's subject is covered
elsewhere in this Voice. He, too,
has a story to tell, a powerful and
important one.
In its continuing investigation of
just how the story of the I4th
Century ought to be told, the
Humanities Symposium turns to
visual art. Tuesday at 4, Mary
oreckenridge of." the Art
ueparrmenr win investigate tne
relationship of the grim images in
an Italian fresco painting to the
plague.
Be sure to get from your room
to Mackey Hall this Sunday at 3 for
one of the most varied programs
yet in the Mozart Festival.

3-quar-

ter

Social Affairs Chairperson,

Michael Stanley
--

Boycott Blasted
To the Editor:

In response--, to last week's
editorial comment on the Michael

.
;

Chamber Soloists present one of
the festival's major concerts in

.

the,

challenges and rewards of running
for an SGA office. The positions
which are open involve a
term, starting this spring. These
jobs include SGA President, Vice
President, Secretary, Treasurer,
Financial Affairs Chairperson,

Tomorrow, the New York

McGaw, and Tuesday, also in
McGaw, you can hear the
Cleveland Orchestra, among the
world's finest.
Also on your doorstep this
week, the film festival "Ethics and
Values in Contemporary Rims"
opens, and it is worthy of our
special regard. It begins with "High
School" (an accurate view of your
recent past) and "Essene", two
exceptionally good documentaries
by Frederick Wiseman. Wiseman
himself will be here to talk about
his work and the ethical questions
it raises. Should he worry about
prying into people's lives? How
would you. feel if he had done
"High School" to your school? The
man's talent is enormous, and his
thought should be stimulating.
"An Unmarried Woman" plays
Wednesday (the two showings
allowing you to hear Paul Robeson
at 8:15 and still see the film at 9:30),
and Molly Haskell will refer to it in
her talk the following week. These
names and titles alone indicate

g

oft

SGA Elections Provide
Chance for Leadership

n

Musketeers".

life-givin-

--

Stanley Band concert requesting
that students boycott this excellent
group's performance, we would
like to express our appreciation to
these six concerned students. Their
decision to boycott has left six
more tickets for those of us who
are more interested in fine entertainment than in the obscure ethics
of concert bookings.
As for the claim that a variety of
students' tastes must be represented we feel that it is better in a case
such as this where the number of
concerts a year is limited to appeal
to the tastes of the majority rather
than a minority. This is essential
not only to please most of the
college community but also to
show fine artists the respect they
deserve by giving them enthusiastic capacity crowds rather than half
empty halls and sparse applause.
Finally, we would like to thank
whomever was responsible for
persuading the Michael Stanley
Band to perform here. We realize
how difficult it must be to get a
group so greatly in demand at city
coliseums as well as college
campuses.
Sincerely,
Lizanne Sprowls
Stacey Vidt
Pamela Guye

Student

Services & Special
Chairperson,
and 3
Council Members-At- -

Projects
Campus
Large.
The student body needs strong
leaders, people who have ideas for
change and the time and energy
commitment to see their ideas
through. I strongly urge students
from all areas of the campus to
consider
these opportunities.
Remember, a candidate is not
required to have any previous
experience with SGA. Petitions and information about
all positions are currently available
at Lowry Front Desk. Any further
questions should be directed to a
current SGA officer or to David
Guiley, election coordinator. The
deadline for petitions to be
returned is Tuesday, Feb. 12.
Sincerely,
Carol Rowan
President, SGA

To the Editor:
'

In light of the Voice editorial of

January 25th concerning

'European Countries and Soviet
Intervention' I feel compelled to
respond with a somewhat different
perspective. My views are not
intended to concur with the status
quo of this academic community
(or any community), but are
instead meant to reflect a mood of
realism, an element of world order
that is too often ignored.
With this premise in mind then, I
think it is imperative that America
and her 'token' allies cast aside for
a moment all illusions of grandeur
and recognize the very serious
challenge posed by Soviet Russia's
recent purge on Afghanistan. This
act of aggression towards a nation

traditionally committed to

neutrality demonstrates clearly
the intentions of a confident
Russia. To construe this strategy
as anything other than a tactical
move in the direction of the
Persian Gulf would be a
miscalculation of considerable
magnitude.
This, my comrades, constitutes
a shocking indictment of the sort
of false trust the World has held
with respect to detente and the
U.S.S.R. Should the leader of the
Free World sit back, as some
oil-ric- h

will

designed
majors
All interested students are invited
to attend Dr. Lyon's presentation
non-biolog- y

involving paddling, portaging and
camping under primitive wilderness conditions.
In addition to courses for the
biology major in Aquatic Biology,
Behavioral Zoology, Field Botany.
Vertebrate Zoology, Ornithology,
Physiological Ecology, and Wetlands Ecology, the program offers
a course in Environmental Biology

ar 1:00.

Students may make appointments to talk to Dr. Lyon and
obtain further information by contacting Geoff Kuter, Room 307
Mateer, ext. 556.
,

Family Portrait," he gave what
seemed to form the rationale for
the introduction of IS at Wooster:
This is not a program for
honors students alone. It is a
challenge to every man and
woman to come to his best,
according to his capacity. There
are no "candidates" for honors.
The awards are given in retrospect, at the end of the senior
year, when the honors man
often turns out (and the figures
prove this) to be the "average"
student of freshman and
sophomore year - a man who
would, never have proposed

by Mike Lauber
Who's to blame? Is ' it your
mother for suggesting Wooster is
"a good school?" Is it your uncle
who "dated every girl on campus,"
that guidance counselor with the
avalanche of dandruff, or your
Freshman Studies prof who said
Jhis major is "right down your
alley?" Who is at fault here for the
five weeks of time left to do twelve
weeks of work on that chronic

senior

ailment known as

Independent Study?
It all began back in 1916 when an
honors program, open only to
students with high grades, was
begun at Wooster. Owing to the
small numbers participating, its
voluntary nature, and probably
to the high caliber of the students
involved, the program operated
very smoothly. It involved only
about ten percent of the student
body.
The honors program left.
Wooster when the
tenure of Charles F.
Wis hart's presidency ended. His
retirement brought Howard F.
.

twenty-five-ye-

Lowry

himself and whom the faculty
particularly a Presbyterian
faculty tinged with ' ideas on
.predestination,
would have

certainly rejected. Such

education represents not just
the mean between . "progressive" and traditional methods;
it represents an aristocratic

education on democratic

to the throne and
'

Independent
Study into the
neuroses of Wooster students
today.
Lowry had left his position on
the Wooster faculty to teach at
Princeton where he participated in
a successful program of required
independent study. He returned to
Woo with the firm conviction that
such a program could be
transplanted to the small liberal
arts campus. In his inaugural
address in: 1945, "Sketch for a

might suggest, and tolerate such
flagrant violations of international
law and human rights without the
slightest recourse? I say not. We
have a moral commitment to
humanity to stand up for the
freedoms and liberties which we
champion, and which promote
It just surprises
me that America's allies would so
self-determinati-

him- -

ar

Recent Soviet Aggression Illustrates
Why the U.S. Should Face Reality

Biology Field Study Available in Minnesota
Summer
present
Dr. David Lyon
tieia worx is aone on canoe trips,
for

information about the summer
1980 program offered at the
A C M. Wilderness Field Station on
Thursday. Feb. 7 at 1:00 in Room
302 Mateer.
The field station is located on the
edge of the Boundary Waters
Canoe area in northern Minnesota
with access to the Quetico Provincial Park of Ontario. Much of the
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on.

faithfully

condemn Russian

hegemany in the halls of the
United Nations, yet fail to back
their convictions with tangible
results. It's no less than
indeed a risk for nations
with such high stakes in the Middle
East.
"fence-sitting-

Do not

misconstrue

";

this

editorial as a "war cry" because it
plainly is not. It is a plea though for
the serious consideration of the
proposed alternatives aimed at
mitigating a great threat to not
only American vital interests, but
the interest of the Free World as
well.

The most crucial and perhaps

most effective U.S. response is the
planned boycott of the Moscow
Olympics. When the marathon
runner arrives at the Olympic
Games carrying a flaming torch, it
not only signifies the start of the

Olympics,

but symbolizes

international concord. The event
as we know it today in fact

commemorates . the historic

endurance of Pheidippides, who in
490 B.C. ran from the plains of
Marathon to Athens, a distance of
22 miles and 1470 yards, to tell of
the triumph of the Greeks over the
Persians. In essence the Olympics
have never been apolitical. They
have been a cultural exchange
which is contingent upon the state
of international affairs. Should the
conf. on pg. 6

'

principles. It does not invite a
campus hothouse of "intellectuals" cut off from normal
people and the healthy pursuits
of normal life. May Wooster be
spared that! But to every man
and woman it gives an invitation,
according to his talents and
abilities, to come to his best.
By 1948, Independent Study
was required of all juniors and
of each
seniors.
semester of the student's last two
years here was IS. Little was
different from what we have at
One-fourt-

h

present, except that comprehensive exams taken at the end of

each year were also "part of the IS

grade.
Over the next month or so, as
Independent Study Theses and

emotional disorders are

completed, should the urge to
burn someone in effigy come upon
you because of the plight you find
yourself in, consider Howard
Lowry, father of the Wooster IS
program. Surely no one else could
be more to blame....

Bio Department

Gets Evaluated
by Rich Bowert
On February 3, a panel of
visitors will arrive on campus to
evaluate the College's Biology
department. Their visit is spon- ' sored by the Mellon Foundation
with the purpose of providing each
department with an objective
evaluation. According to an administrative publication, each academ- ' ic department and program will be
evaluated between 1978 and
1982.
Like other previous panels,
upon arrival members will have a
hectic three-dastay. They will
attend classes and meetings with
faculty and students. By examining
course syllabi, looking over facilities, and listening carefully, they
will formulate ideas and submit
recommendations to the College.
Students play a big role In this
y

evaluation process. If students
have anything to say to the Biology
panel or any other upcoming
panel, they should get in touch
with the respective department
chair person.
This quarter evaluations for the
departments of English (Feb.
24 27), Economics (Feb., tentative), and General Literature (April
6 9) have been arranged
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Weight Room Facilities Found To Be
Inadequate and Potentially Dangerous
imm

C ...

A
-

-

cont.frompg.

a

-

personal conditioning classes.

Students

also expressed

discontent with the "poor supply"
of present equipment, and the
overall dismal appearance of the
room. Although
worth of
$7-8,00-

A

-

--

one bench press, one squat rack
and one curling bar. Women
athletes felt that the conditioning
room should also have facilities
modified to their physical needs.
Amy McClumpha, a diver for
the college, said that the weight
facilities were more than enough

--

-"

--

to the sparse

there are over

'

THE WRITING IS ON THE WALL, but lack of weights cause
unhappy endings for many lifters. Photo by Marty Stanton.

Shop: Monday thru Saturday 9:30 to 5:30;
Friday evenings until 9; Wednesdays until 5:30

Shop ANNATS
Department Store

s

-

;

Serving Wooster
and Wayne County

for 100 Years
Four Floors of
Men's, Women's and Children's
Apparel and Home Furnishings

Good Merchandise Our Business

And-PIeat- ur

Public Square, Wooster, Ohio

phosis thanks to the intelligence,
sensitivity and professionalsim of
its new executive director. Rick
Jones. Jones states his goal for the ..
center simply and emphatically: to
encourage more people to take
advantage of the 'art center's
' - " v"
resources. M r
Independently run from the '
College, the College donated the .
j basement of Frick to the Wooster
community so that a wider range
i of individuals could develop their
; own creative talents. Wooster Art '
i Center offers fine arts and fine
: crafts"
to a sizable portion of
northeastern Ohio since it is the
only extensive outlet for public arts
and crafts in Wayne County.
Oddly enough though the Art
Center is located on campus,
Jones estimates that 90?. of
those using the Center's facilities
are from the community. Diligent
efforts on the part of Jones toS4
encourage students to take advan- tage of the resources offered to
them by the Center, have been met
with disheartening small turnouts
at art classes. Though many
students could supplement their
present art knowledge by taking
advantage of the Center's colorful
course offerings, Jones attributes
student reluctance to unfamiliarity
nH an
with the Art Center

students

currently using the PEC,

e

Since 1879

First
Weighing all the
answers, we're the place
for your next home loan.

Federal
Savings & Loan
Assocathtn
of Wooster

course which does not award
college credit. .
Rick Jones is no stranger to the
art world. .A native of Dayton.
Jones has had six years of college
level teaching experience in many
medias, including painting, drawing, design .and printmaking. Dr.
MacKenzie. a professor in the
college art department and also a
member of the art center governing board, met Jones at a College
Art Association conference - in
Washington. D.C. At the time.
MacKenzie" was looking for a
-

person

chairpeople. Brochures, flyers,
and discussion sessions have all
been aimed towards involving
students. These efforts have not
been fruitless.' So far, sixteen
people have applied for the
positions. In order to facilitate the
involvement oi ine maximum
number of students, applications
"are, being accepted through
Monday. February 4. Persons
interested should stop by the SAB
office between 1.O0 and 4:00.
Although all positions are still
open. Art, Cage, Publicity, and
Travel are the Committees in
which the fewest number of people
"

have

one-dolla-

Tick-corr-

f.

applied.

The

Student

method of. enriching one'

.

educational experience while at
the College of Wooster.

Collection Debuts

;

'-

-

cont. from pg. 2

Collecting

d

k

.

Activities Board offers a dyriarnic

run

to

the Art Center. When Jones'
resume
presented his
and briefly talked with MacKenzie.
MacKenzie was impressed enough
to offer, the executive director
position to Jones. Thus far, it has
been a decision neither professional has regretted, ' though, Jones
admits, raising the yearly $35,000
needed to maintain the art center is
not easy.
One. way the Wooster Art
Center will raise- - money will
manifest itself in a "Monte Carlo"
night at 8 p.m. next Saturday, Feb.
8. at the Lamplighter's Club on
Rebecca Stret Authentic gambling
machines will adorn the Black-Jacdecor for the evening. For a
r
fee. patrons can redeem
their tickets at the door for $50Q
worth of play money to be
"invested" on any of the Club's
.fifteen challenging machines.
on pg. 5
well-rounde-

educational opportunities. During,
e
a typical. weeK, ior diwuu,
nXjaiuJ .mmamIm' tn fiftppn "
are
. . . " nmarams
r
cvcuia. Utum
planned, committee chairpeople
.are confronted with the reality of
constructing meaningful activities.
T hus, as programs mature, so too
do the abilities of the people
involved with their creation.
The present Board is - just .
recruiting
finishing a campus-wid-

campaign' for, committee

aggravating the problem of weight
security. Though the idea of
providing a student monitor for
the conditioning room has been

qualified

the
Over the past school
Student Activities Board has
presented a vast array of
programming on campus. Each
event .'. offers students various

"

Wooster Art Center Has The Ability
College
Of The
Studentsunwillingness
To Benefit
in an art
to
invest
by Kevin Grubb
Since July 1, 1979. the Wooster
Art Center, located in the basement of Frick, has been progressing through an aesthetic metamor-

this

kind of

information is a large part of what

students involved in the
"Introduction to Museum

Practices" class must do. Offered
for a second time this quarter,
students not only meet for class

but put in extra hours in the
Treasury Room, home of a large
part of the museum collection.
Students learn to describe objects
.

carefully, researching when it was
acquired, who donated it, and how
much it is worth. They trace an
object back as close to the maker
as possible. Despite the work done
by de vecsey, students, and
volunteers, however, the display
now is only the beginning of the
long task of preparing the museum
for the public.
Both displays include information
on the origin of the collections and
the meaning of the pieces.

Reserve Spot Now for Spring Break
In London's Theatre District
of the trip
is
Each Spring break the College participants. The cost
hotel
fare,
and
including
air
$860
department
speech
of Wooster
offers an opportunity to tour the show tickets.
This year the tour is slightly
theatre district of London. The
theatre tour program which goes Idifferent from other years in that it
from March 18 - March 24 is has been arranged that participants
designed to provide exposure to may stay on in England after the
tour with no air fare penalty. To
different types of theatrical producr
qualify for the penalty-freOne
England.
tions while visiting
one must set the date of
half of a credit is also awarded to
return at the time the ticket is
purchased. The package air fare
Grace's
rate is applicable up until Sept. 14.
Shoppe
For more information regarding
the extended trip contact Mrs.
248 W. North Street
Bond at Flair Travel in Wooster
262-5Ctoday or tomorrow.
e

Vine

1812 Cleveland Road

264-781- 2

"

.

availability of free weights to
students.. Because the condition- ing room is open from 730 a.m. to
1 1:00 p.m., Van Wie estimates that
1,200

'

For Chairpeople
year,

room) off. They
compare it to their high school's."
Van Wie expects to have $400.
worth of new York free weights
available to students in the near
future and also expects the alumni
association to fund two more
Nautilus machines. Currently,
however, weight vandalism has

contributed

A

SAB Recruiting

conditioning

0.

Nautilus, York arid Universal
equipment is supposedly available
to students in the conditioning
room, a group of students recently
working out there believed that for
the current college tuition charged
to them, they expected more than

'
I
J II
van llf.
proposed,
wie siaieaJ ne sees
"no immediate need for such a
position at this time.

to satisfy her athletic needs, but
felt that "for such a big room, it
seems like there is a lot of wasted
space." McClumpha's opinion was
more harshly echoed by Jamie
Evans, who works out weekly in
the personal conditioning room.
"Most athletes laugh it (the

1

the equipment, but that no
quarterly examinations are made,
with the exception of problems,
reported by instructors 'of

)
t

-

S5

stay-ove-

'

February

SERVICES
AVAILABLE- - For
professionally typed I.S.'s and
papers at very reasonable rates
call Lynn Scoles.

.

264-064- 9.

i

WORD PROCESSING gives the
professional edge for your I.S.
papers,, ' reports, publications,

.

Ph.D. theses, and resumes.
Contact Woostef Computer

;

!

Wr

Services. 262 3211.

ABORTION: Akron Women's
Clinic offers safe, personalized
and ' confidential abortions up
through 15 weeks. Lowest fees.
ADC accepted 513 West Market
.St. Can toH free
9150.
1-800-

-362

EVENTS
REMINDER; Two-da- y
pottery sale
by Keith Herklotz. Feb. 13 and 14
in Lowry Center. Many new"
pieces..

OPPORTUNITIES
FACULTY INVESTMENT CLUB

Any faculty

FORMATION.

member interested in the
formation of andor membership

a College of Wooster Faculty
Investment Club, whose primary
purpose will be educational and
instructional
into the fundamentals of securities investment
principals and practices; with a
secondary objective of conservative investing for fun and profit;
and finally fellowship in shared
interests in the financial marketplace and the U.S. economy.
Please plan to attend a formation
meeting to be held Feb. 12. 1980 at
7:30 P.M. in Room 2. downstairs.
in

J

.

Wooster ""

'.

Public"-Library-

further details cart 262 8966.

For

HELP WANTED
Brandywine Ski Resort has
jobs - inside or outside - for
men. or gals who can drop out
winter quarter. Pay starts at $3.50
per hour; can eam $2500 before
spring and save most of it. Free
sleeping quarters provided. .Write
to Box 343. Northfield, Ohio 44067
and ten us about yourself.
fun-tim-

If.-- -

.

.

SUMMER HELP WANTED.
Murray Hotel. Mackinac Island,
Michigan needs cooks, bartenders, maintenance, pianists,
and personnel for rotation

between food preparation,

waitressing. and housekeeping.
Full time housekeeping available.
Send complete resume, work
experience, recent photo, social
security number and first and last
day available to work to 3312
Green Rd., Ann Arbor. Mich.

48105.

e

BARGAINS
Classified

advertising
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by Lisa Vickery

Standing out in front of art other
musical events this quarter is this
Saturday evening's concert by the
visiting New York Chamber Soloists. Six professional instrumentalists wiD perform a program of five
Mozart pieces, synchronized with
the continuing Mozart Festival in
progress now at the College. The
concert will be in McGaw Chapel
at 8:15 p.m. and admission is free.
Included in the program are
three quartets, one quintet and one
trio. Ensemble for the different '
pieces utilizes standard combinations of violin, viola, cello, flute,
oboe and piano. As one of the

'

Now Interviewing for Summer Season
-

The- excitement of the off- Broadway musical theater stage
', and the luxury of a summer, on
Cape Cod: that's what the Cortege
Light Opera Company has to
offer. The College Light Opera
Company, a college theater group
which performs nine musicals
, throughout a summer season, is
interviewing people for positions in
the vocal ensemble and orchestra,
as well as positions such as cook,
work director, costume designer,
publicity director, box office
treasurer, and stage and costume
crews. Members of the vocal and.
orchestral
ensembles
receive

room and board on the Cane in
exchange for their summer of
performing; other positions offer a
small salary, in addition.
Once the Oberlin Gilbert and
Sullivan Players, the Cortege Light

Opera Company

is

Fashion Show
To Be Presented

now

considered a
theater, which plays to
audiences in Falmouth,
Massachusetts. For information
or application forms, contact Lee
Merrill (Box 2232 or
or
producer Robert Haslun (162
South Cedar Street, Oberlin,
Ohio. 44074, (216) 774 8485). semi-profession-

al

standing-room-onl-

264-637-

y

A

cont. from pa. 4
ets may be purchased for a dollar
at the. Art Center.
The Art Center may also be
bringing professional theatre to
town next autumn. Vincent Price's
portrayal of the wijty
and affable Oscar Wilde may bV
performed : in McGaw Chapel.
Although .. present arrangements
are still, tentative, Jones is currently
negotiating with Price's agent for
an Oct. 4, 1980 booking and says
there is "a real good possibility it
wiH happen."
Though Wooster is no metropolis, "community response has been
excellent." claims Jones. Registration for the Art Center's winter
class offerings were staggering. Out
of the 20-2classes offered, all but
two were filled. Unfortunately, not
one class contained a Wooster'
student It is interesting to note that
many adult Art Center students are
former College of Wooster grads
highly-toute-

.

d

.
.

5

who. have

settled

into the

community.
Jones success in coordinating
general ' community classes has
carried over into" the community
and county schools. Recently,
"The Fourth
was
conceived by him to permit
elementary children to take advanadvan Grade-Project-

"

Prion

762-884-

,
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"The Pizza with the Big Secret!
Made to Order - Cheese. Pepperoni, Saucetie,
Mushrooms, Anchovies. Peppers. Onions

Unbaked pizza to go
Also Serving Italian - American Foods
VELCOME TO W003TER!
Come See Us:
Weekdays-op- .

m.-l- a.

Fn. Carry-OuJSS Sunday
t

,

!

0

Avenue

1

'

Hill
Sfcoppina. Cantar

Pittsburgh

riair iravei
Consultants

CALL

essss M'jze pizza i i
764

,

r

PARTY
SHOP
tttttt I l r

in tha Coll

sponsored by the' Wooster Black
Ensemble and DBL Productions
as a fund raiser for the college
vocal group. Tickets are $1.00 at
the door.
W
The show. covers all types of
apparel designed to appeal to the Icollege crowd. Beginning with
more practical, casual clothing
346 E. BOWMAN ST.
featuring jeans and other pants,
the models will then show clothes
London in the
suited for classes and casual
Spring?
outings. The remainder of the
Contact Dr. Schutz
program is dedicated to dressier
Go March 8lh. atav IK Mjmrm'r
attire for the night life, whether it's
H you like:
out to dine or out to disco.
Your
For
Convenience
Both men's and. women's
fashions are being shown and the Just off the College Campus
clothes modeled are courtesy of
two local merchants. Mad Rags
and Brenner Brothers. Proceeds
264-65- 05
from the show wiD go towards the
general expenses of the Black;
Registered Ohio Travel Agent
Ensemble. TA0305
-

THE

4

being

is

more eclectic numbers, the Adagio
and Rondo In C Minor is written
for flute, oboe, viola, cello and glass
harmonica.
The New York Chamber Soloists, a group of ten musicians all
totaled, six of which will be in the
Wooster concert, were organized
in 1957. Since that time they have,
received wide acclaim across this
country and internationally. The
Chamber Soloists concert has been
made possible through collaborative efforts by the Cultural Events
Committee and the Music Depart
ment. Through this sponsorship
the concert is made available to
both students and the general
public free of charge.
With the exception of this
program, all of the Mozart Festival
concerts are scheduled for .TOO
p.m. in Mackey Hall. This Sunday.
Feb. 3, the Festival brings ,i
program of all instrumental muir.
including violin, viola, cello, flu!',
french horn and piano. Amy
Breneman and Barbara Grouse
wiH be playing a sonata for four
hands at the piano as well

r

--

-

show

"WATT: a fashion extravaganza" is

0)

tage of the center's artistic offerings. "The Fourth Grade Project"
was so successful that a new, even
more innovative program has been
bom; "Kaleidoscope." "Kaleidoscope," wholly funded by a grant
from the George Gund Foundation, wiU encompass 5,200 county
children between grades one and
six over a three year period. For a
total of one hour, the children will
experience a brief- - but- - intense
journey through a kaleidoscope of
creative sensations that, hopefully,
wUI stimulate their perceptions of
the world around them.
College students interested, in
taking advantage of the art center's
facilities, can pay a nominal
membership fee of ten dollars.
Benefits for Art Center members
include discounts on class fees, free
use of all facilities, invitations and
announcements of forthcoming
programs, classes and events, and
most importantly, the satisfaction
of supporting the fine arts in
Wooster.

fashion

presented tonight in the Lowry
Center Ballroom at 8:30 p.m.

Wooster Art Center Has the Ability
To Benefit Students of the College

0aT.-8p.in.-2a.-

3PT

The

The College Light Opera Company

Continuously hiring

VJ
For Your Health

i

in

a bargain.

$1.50 for 15 words or less, 5C for
each additional word. Attention
students! Special student discount
rate also available. $1 for 15 words
or less, 5 for each additional
word. Send payment with ad to
Voice, Box 3187 by Tuesday
before publication.

through September.

II"

stiO
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Evening Concert of Mozart
Features Chamber Soloists

Advertisements
TYPING

1. 1980,

MUSICIANS-PERFORMER- S

OBERLIN, OH

-

Oberlin College
Bibbins Hall

MON., FEB. 4
--

MORGANTOWN, WV
WED.. FEB. 6
West Virginia University
Towers Dorm
Classroom 6-- 5
PITTSBURGH, PA.
THURS., FEB. 7

CrossGates Inn
Forbes at McKee Place
AKRON, OH

FRI., FEB. 8

University of Akron
Thomas Hall

TECHNICIANS

Please send resumes by Feb. 8
Also at Cedar Point Feb. 2 & 9
AUDITIONS BEGIN AT 1 PM

For other audition sites and
further information contact:
LIVE SHOWS

Cedar Point
Sandusky, OH 44870
(419)626-083- 0

m.

rn.

Only

5-1-2.

Closed Tues.

bv....y.y.i
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Wooster Student Fights
For Rights As Archer
cont. frfmps- - 1;
with the Kent
County
Archery Team and has permission
to practice with that team, but he is
faced with a severe transportation
problem. . .that is, no transportation at all. After repeatedly request
ing use of a College owned car,

East Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania on
8 for the Eastern Regional
International Championship.
Huskins is frustrated with the
and the lack of
that he feels he is faced with.
He stated that he J Ikes Wooster
enough to stay but keeping in mind
Huskins has been repeatedly , that there are other schools where
archery is a bigger sport he claimed
refused.
While getting to organized prac- - that, "If I don't get any help I'm not
rices under appropriate supervision' going to stay. Archery means
was originally his main concern, " enough to me that IH go to another
Huskins primary problem now is college."
Ken Plusauellec. Dean of Stu
transportation to and from tournaments this winter. There are six dents, sees the situation differently.
competitions that-- ' warrant ' his "It's not that we aren't sympathetic
participation, including four minor to his interests," said Plusquellec,
contests to be held relatively close "He's got a special interest and
to Wooster and two major tourna- there
no money for. that kind
ments in Pennsylvania. Huskins is of help." Explaining that, there
now concentrating on getting to many individuals and clubs asking
for College funding and use of the
car, Plusquellec sees fulfilling Huskins
requests as a financial
v-c,v- v
impossibility. Plusquellec added
that regarding this problem Huskins "just doesn't want to
VOMD-VID- Z
understand."
State-Star-

k

U.S. Must Fight
Soviet Action

red-tap- e

cont. from pg. 3
United States move to boycott
foscow, our Athletes can and will

(

Feb.

co-operati- on

--

but for the same world records.

i

:

.-

No single action short of war
would punish Moscow more than
denying them the privilege to put
on their propogandist extra
vaganza.- - Already having spent
hundreds of millions of dollars on .
what would be the costliest

j

-

.

Olympics ever, the Kremlin would
incur, a serious psychological and
political blow.
Lets wake up and stop looking
at the world through tinted
glasses. Turning our backs in the
.
Ml
I ace oi aaversiiy win ao noining io
.

J-

restore world order, it is

is-ju- st

r- -.
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2 College of Wooster,
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SERVICE

will

student

give af
con- -

4 vocation

lecture next Wednesday,?
Feb. 6 at 10:00 a.m. in MateerT
Auditorium. This is the first student!
9 T convocation of its type, as previous 1
A programs nave engage a groups cum
2 students rather than individuals,
1 4 Ms. CampbelTs talk is a part off
Ilritrw. Irirlc off for RLtrk Hternrut
I

TAKES YOU

"solo"

j

0 Ii

I

f Month.

Folk singer Lori Jacobs will be performing live in the Cage
tonight. Jacobs, a guitarist and pianist as well as a vocalist, performs a great deal of original music but uses materials of other
folk singers as well. She will begin playing at 9:00 and continue
until around 11:30. Price of admission is $1.00 and as usual beer
and popcorn will be served. Ms. Jacobs comes to perform in the
Cage as a climactic event concluding Women's Week.

1
cont. from
at Lowry. After the final event, a
more than one team and Captains
will receive a complete set of rules contest, points will be tallied and an
for each event. Although suggest- awards ceremony will follow.
ed teams are sections, dubs, and Trophies will be awarded to the
residence halls, other independent teams with the first, second, and
groups are also encouraged.
third highest totals.
An assortment of events has
been scheduled In hopes of
catering to all tastes and talents.
Events are scheduled in Lowry, the
Petitions for the SGA elections
PEC and outdoors. They range
from crazy swimming competitions are now available at Lowry Front
Desk. They are due on Monday,
skiing and human
to
dogsled races. Alternative outdoor Feb. 11.
Campus Council recently
events are scheduled hi case there
chartered the Wooster Dance
is a shortage of snow.
A
Committee Company, making it an officially
member will run and score each recognized campus organization.
Campus Council is looking for.
event. Points will be awarded to
teams finishing first, second, and people to be Initiation Week
third in each event, men's and observers. If you are interested,
women's competitions being held
separately. Results will be posted
on the giant scoreboard in the Pit
Domino's-sponsore-

pizza-eatin- g

d

,

SG A BRIEFS

Woo-Olymp-

Going on to Medical School?
THE U.S. NAVY HAS FULL SCHOLARSHIPS
INCLUDING STIPEND AVAILABLE.
FOR
MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

ic

Snow Road, Brook Park. Ohio 44142
or Call (216)
0
(Collect)
522-483-

The ISC would like to remind responsible for the evening, and
the women of the College of have that Section send someone
Wooster that there is an Escort over promptly.
Service available every night of the
week from
midnight for
those that do not feel safe walking
home alone.
In order to use this service, a
woman must first call Security and
inform them of her whereabouts
and destination. Security will
check a schedule, call the Section

For Your Health

9:00-12:0- 0
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ROBESON TO SPEAK
MOVIES AT MATEER
As a part of the Black History
"The Three Musketeers" will be
showing tonight and "FM" will be Month celebration, Paul Robeson,
shown tomorrow night. Both will Jr. will be speaking on the topic:
be shown in Mateer Auditorium at "The Life and Legacy of Paul
7 and 9:30 p.m. As usual, the cost Robeson," in McGaw chapel next
Wednesday, Feb. 6 at 8:00 p.m.
is $1.00,

Iff
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CLtvhLAlNU ORCHESTRA
CONCERT

The Cleveland Orchestra
Concert, conducted by Lorin
Maazel in McGaw Chapel next

Inn Travel Ssrvics, Inc.

MEHDER

As a reminder to all Freshmen
and any interested independents,
the second week of Rush functions
begins on Feb. 3 and lasts until
Feb. 10. Watch for notes in the
mailbox and publicity around
campus. It is a good time to find
out what each Section is all about.

SAB BRIEFS

Couraar. Itarunng natural and
vaamn supptrmantrd ardft to your OMuly

AM

WAYflE

please contact Don Wise.
At the GA meeting on Jan. 28,
Drs Heisler and Perleu discussed
the calendar issue; quarters vs.
semesters. The faculty will' be
voting on a new calendar at their
March meeting: If you have any
feelings on this important issue,
contact Gretchen Johnson, Rich
or
GA
any
Bowers,
Representative. ,

ISC. BRIEFS

ROBERT A. SCHRANER
MEDICAL PROGRAMS REPRESENTATIVE

w

-

Wooster Olympics Kick Off Monday
And Feature
Various Daily Events
pg.

cross-countr- y

16101

incumbent upon us to face reality
as it is, not as we wish it were, and
to confront the Russian challenge
in the Middle East. Support
"Carter's Doctrine" of non
violence.
D. W. Johnson

r.isr.iDEn
Federal nBsrirvn

243

I.

IRWty Srrtat

W00STII, 0NI0 44411
Mian

PHYLLIS BADGER

(IH) 34

7721

SHARON MCBRIDE

Tuesday is so!d ouV Sorry.
KriatPCJOrXMtKA

RECORD CO-OOPEN
Don't forget! The Record Co-,odownstairs in Lowry Center is
open on Wednesdays from II a.m.
to I p.m. and onThursdays from 4
"
"
to 7 p.m.
P

p

February

Roundballers Continue to
Follow Hitchcock Script
by Eddie Zombie and Jeff Wagner
Danger and suspense continued
to . follow the Wooster Fighting
Scot basketball team this past
week. The Scots went undefeated
and pushed their conference
record to
Both victories were
not decided until the final buzzer.
These two buzzer victories
stretched the Scot's incredible
streak to four 4 straight games
decided at the buzzer. The two,

unlucky

victims were Ohio

Wesleyan and Kenyon.

Wooster's

78-7- 7.

overtime,

victory against Kenyon featured
two
candidates-Sco- tt
Rogers, the Lords 6'1"
forward, and Wooster's own Jim
Burns. Bums, filling the mold of an
AD American responded with 34
points on
floor shots and
from the charity stripe. He dealt
out more facials than a Beverly
Hills beauty salon, as he registered
his 3rd 30 point plus performance
of the year. Rogers paced the
Kenyon attack with 27 points,
despite some hounding defense by
Burns and Lee Svete.
The score at the end of
regulation was
with the lead
never greater than 2 points during
the final 954 minutes. In overtime,
the Scots never trailed as Burns
and Gib Tecca each collected 4
points. Svete's two foul shots with
18 seconds remaining iced the
game for Wooster, who upped
their overall record to
Ail-Americ-

an

16-2- 1

70-7- 0,

9-- 9.

Wooster fans have been

hanging on to the ends of their
seats all year - long, arid the
Wesleyan game was no. different.
The' game was fast paced and
uncontrolled by the referees. The.
men in the zebra suits whistled so .
few fouls (12) that they gave the
impression they had 2 dates
waiting to attend . the I.C.C.
Formal.
Jim Bums (who else) earned
star of the game honors, as he hit
shots for 24 points and
on
collared 7 rebounds. However his
biggest shot was lofted up at the
buzzer. With the score tied
Burnsy shot a 15 foot turnaround
jumper over the outstretched
arms of two Bishop defenders. As
the horn went off, the ball came
twrinkling through the twine for a
victory. As Burns later
.commented, "I really wasn't
concentrating about the defense,
just making the shot".
The Scots only shot 41 for the
--

12-23-

"

55-5- 5

57-5- 5

-

unfolding.

2-- 3

--

ballgame, but as the old saying
is better to be lucky than
good. However the Scots did
with
control the boards
Svete grabbing 9 of them. Ray
Halfhill and Bob Darkey were the
sparkplugs Wooster needed to
successfully get the offense rolling.
Halfhill came off the bench for 6
points and also controlled the
offensive boards. Darkey filled in
at guard effectively, dishing out 3
assists and scoring 6 points.
This Saturday Wooster travels
to Dennison to take on the Big
Red. So please stay tuned.- - The
Wooster basketball drama is just
34-1- 8,

5-- 3.

,

--

OAC NOTES

goes--it

(2-0- ),

Remember, the

suspense continues, next week,
same time, same place.
SCOT SIDELIGHTS: Captain
Jim Burns leads the team with a
19.6 average. He is also second in
rebounds with 114....Gib Tecca,
besides leading in rebounds with
118, is scoring at a 17.9
clip..Dougs second in the Ohio
Athletic Conference in assists with
5.4....Aaron Zollars is averaging
16.6 points per game for the Scots
J.V.....The Scots are shooting .476
from the field and .648 from the
foul line.

Milestones: The

n

1

--

f'

I J
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by Hank Sperry

of Wooster

wrestling team heard, for the first
time since the opening match of
the 1978 season, the sound of the
victory beH as the Scots posted a
r29-1victory over Ohio Wesleyan
University Saturday afternoon.
The victory was the first since
Wooster dumped Oberlin in 1978,
and continued to show the rapid
improvement of Wooster's squad,
as the Scots previously tied one .
meet earlier this year.
"It was certainly good to get a
win after all this time," said
head coach Bob Yomboro of
Wooster. "Some of our guys are
really turning in some consistent
performances
The win was actually a double
victory for the Scots, as the young
8

first-ye-

ar

Wooster team defeated

Youngstpwn State, which was
wrestling exhibition in the event.
The heroes of the Wooster
victory included Curtis Uoyd
(126), Tom Wood (134), Pete

tLGO

34-poi-

nt

performance by SCOTT
ROGERS (Cincinnati) in

Saturday's
win over Marietta
boosted the Kenyon scoring star
past former Ohio Wesleyan and
later NBA great Barry Clemens
and into seventh place on the
OAC career Top 50. Rogers
enters the week with 1934 career
points...Ohio Northern's
PAT
KOESTER (Delphos) moved into
the Top 50, and presently has 13 17
points.. .Wittenberg senior guard
BRIAN AGLER (Prospect) has
played in 93 consecutive games, all
as a starter, and should hit the
century mark this week. He
should break the OAC record of
104 consecutive games as a starter
set by Ohio Northern's Brad
Longberry.- Agler has directed
Wittenberg to a
record since
assuming the point guard duties
the first game of his freshman
season. That year, he paced '
Wittenberg to a 23-- record and
the NCAA Division III national
title. Wittenberg' was 16-his
sophomore season and 23-- last
year, which included the OAC
tourney title which he almost
captured with
shots in the divisional final
and championship games.
Closeness Only Counts In "
Horseshoes.. .and maybe keeping
the fans around to the end of the
game, as OAC teams appear to be
doing this year. Fifteen of the 49
league games played to date have
been decided by three or less
points, which breaks down to five
t
decisions, five
and five wins by three
"
points.
J
78-6- 3

!'!

j.
ERIC PRICE of the Harambee House Players shoots for two
against the Harambee House Bomb Squad in Intra mural Basketball action Sunday. The Players won the game, 58-5boosting
their record to
Undefeated Seventh Section sets the pace in
the IM league. Photo by Marty Stanton.
5,

4-- 2.

-

79-1- 9

5

Women Lose to ONU
Wooster
The
College

of

women's basketball team dropped
another loss to a strong Ohio
Saturday,
Northern team,
at Ohio Northern.
The Scotties only trailed by nine
70-5- 3,

Cheers! Rusty Victory Bell
Tolls for Scot Wrestlers
.The College

WOOSTER VOICE, Page 7

1, 1980,

Meyers (142), Rob Lavallee (158)
and John Srock (177). Lavallee
and Meyers both recorded pins.
decision, and
Wood notched a
victory. Lloyd
Srock posted a
did everything but throw his'
opponent out of the'gymj taking an
easy lb--J win. I was especially
5-- 3

7

6

points at the half, but Ohio
Northern continued to dominate
offensive play, hitting 50 of their
field goal attempts compared to
Wooster's 28.
Both Lisa Mullett and Kris Leslie
led the scorers for Wooster with
18 points apiece. Peggy Elder,
Darlene Kemp, Jean Campbell,
Pat Buda and Val Walton also
supplimented the score.
Freshman Kris Leslie led the
rebounders with 13.
The Scotties will host Cleveland
State Saturday, at 2:00 p.m.

7-- 6

single-handedl-

y

.

one-poin-

pleased with Curtis," said

-

Yomboro. "He has all the tools
strength, quickness. And now he
has started to wrestle to his
potential."
Friday, the Scots lost a dual
meet at Muskingum, but Yomboro
said, "Even in defeat, I saw great
improvement and I knew we were
close to putting it all together.
Meyers, Srock and Lloyd
recorded victories against the
Muskies.

ATTENTION!

YOU

BEALLAVE
ECON-O-WAS- H
l.l.i--

l N'irt" 'Of

24 Hour Coin-O- p
Dry Cleaning

-

Colli-H- -'

Laundry
9-4:-

can get

15

Abraham Lincoln's
BORED

autograph when he visits

THIS WEEKEND?

The Bookstore
on

THe WoosteF Inn

Feb. 12 th

DINNER COOKED AT YOUR TABLE
Mav we suc&est...

Don't Miss Him!.

VEAL PARMIGIANA
hand breaded, sauteed veal.
served with tangy Marinara Sauce and topped
with Mozzarella Cheese.

A fine cut of

.. 5:00 - 8:00 P.M.

East Wayne Avenue
Reservations Suggested "-

The
Florence O. Wilson Bookstore

264-234- 1

m,t

last-secon- d

two-pointe-

rs
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Wooster Coach Bob Nye
Named NSCA President
Wooster, Ohio-- People around
Wooster area that have
followed soccer have known for a
long time that Bob Nye is a good
soccer coach. The head coach of
The College, of Wooster soccer
teams the past 16 seasons, Nye
has been one of the most
successful coaches in the history
of Division III, as he has led teams
to National Collegiate Athletic
the

Association (NCAA)
tournaments eight different times.
But now he is becoming known
nationally.
Nye, a graduate of Springfield
College where he played on the
1957 NCAA national championship team in soccer, was elected
president of the national Soccer
Coaches Association (NSCA) of
America during its 33rd national
convention in Philadelphia. In
addition, he was honored by his
coaching peers when he was
presented a national letter of
given by the
commendation
NSCA. Only four of these national
awards are given every year, and
candidates are judged on overall
services to players, coaches and to
the promotion of soccer in
general.
These are very big honors,"
said Nye. "The biggest honor, as
far as the presidency is concerned,
is when they ask you to serve on
the executive committee (of which
he has been a member the past five
years) because you know you can
work your way up to president.
But this is not a popularity contest
by any means - it is derived from
your service to the organization.
When I first started 20 years ago, I
remember looking up at the
podium and head table at all of
these people who were the wise
old men of soccer, and wondering
whether I would ever be good
enough to get there. I guess you
can say it makes me feel pretty
good."
Nye will serve a
r
r
two- -'
appointment (the
year officership) and his duties will
include being in charge of the
advisory meetings, helping to
coordinate national meetings and
soccer clinics, and being the final
line when many decisions are to be
made.
The magnitude of the job is
enormous," said Nye. "When you
think in the terms of coachings
fraternities, this is the largest
coaching fraternity in the
world in terms of me ibership."
About the letter of commendation, Nye was just a "little more
than shocked" when he was
chosen.
"It really floors you," said Nye.
"Here you are, at a huge
post-seaso- n

two-yea-

first-eve-

all-inclusi-

--

ve

convention, and they announce
these awards in front of 700
people. No one knows who is
going to get an award, and when
you get it people are slapping you
on the back and shaking your
hand all the way to the podium. It
really makes you feel good when
you've been singled out by your
peers. It's your own people saying,
'Hey, you've done a hell of a job'."
Nye, who has been an innovator
in the area of soccer in the United
States, was honored as the Ohio
Soccer Coach of the Year in 1970
while his 1978 team finished fourth
in the nation. Also the head golf
coach at the College for the past
13 seasons, his 1975 team took the '
NCAA national championship
title. Both his golf and soccer
squads are regarded among the
best in Ohio year in and year out.
--
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Objectors Should
Register As Such
cont. from pg.

Rush - Permanent Waves

1

J.

According to Betty Alexander, a

opposition to war and military.
Under current Selective Service
regulations, an individual who is
called up for active duty will have
only 10 days to put together his or
her CO claim. This CO card will
help demonstrate to the military
the thousands of young people
who will not serve in the military
even if the nation returns to the
draft."

Ceils- - Love Stinks

List Price J7.98

Kenny Rodgers - The Gambler
Kenny Rodgers - Ten Years of Gold
Pink Floyd - Dark Side of the Moon

of beliefs."

record of an individual's

$5.98
$5.98
$5.98

Kenny Rodgers - Kenny

National Selective Service

spokesperson in Washington, the
cards could carry a lot of weight in
convincing a draft board of an
objector's sincerity. "It sounds like
a rational approach," she said. "It
shows the applicant is not
experiencing a late crystallization

They (CCCO) are a very
organized group. They know a
statement made at this time would
carry a lot of weight. If the draft is
reinstituted and a young man can
prove he went on record in a time
when he was not in danger of going
to war, then it might have some
influence on his board."
"The usefulness of this card,"
says Spears, "is that it provides a

List Price $8.98

$4.98
$4.98
$4.98

,

List Price 13.98
.

s

$9.98
$9.98

Pink Floyd - The Wall
Neil Ynunp - Live Rust

TDK SUPER SALE!
TDK and Maxell were voted the
Top Two audio tapes in the world in
1979 by A udio Video Magazine.

CCCO was founded in 1948 as
the Central Committee for
Conscientious Objectors and is a
national agency counseling young
Americans facing the prospect of
military service.

Far East Audio is having a

Super Sale on TDK

Regular TDK

Lif

Is

SA-C9- 0

cassettes:

Price of

$5.29 will be only $3.99

It's A Proven Fact:
Coeg Graduates Enjoy Jh
Finer Things In litm. One Of Th
Finer Things In

SA-C9- 0

Pizza From

19

Sale Dates Are Feb.
or until supply is exhausted.
Complete Audio Service On All Brands

305 Beall Ave.

Limit 6 per customer

Just Off Campus

So Get

Started Early
In Life

Open Every Day at 1 1:00 A.M.
r
irnmifit ii
iirt n
A

i

9:30 - 5:30 p.m.
FriL until 9 p.m.
Mon.-Sa- t.

328 E. Liberty
264-21- 61

